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Click here to watch the week three intro. video.

Continuing to Weave

The eccentric weft/soumak section of this tapestry is 4 ¼ inches tall.
What follows are photos of our piece. In this section you can pretty
much make any shape and use any colors you please. But keep the
height of your lumps under one inch and no more than a few inches
long. It’s the free fun part of this piece. I could do this part all day. It’s
lovely because you don’t have to think about much. But you do have
to remember to keep those selvedges straight and to keep your warp
threads equally spaced. There will be a slight amount of bubbling. But
because the shapes are so short a only a slight arch of your weft
thread is necessary. Keep your eye on the ball. If you see the warps
starting to separate too much you know you have put too much weft in
that area. If the warp threads are pulling together, you have not
bubbled enough. But this scenario of weaving a few discontinuous
wefts (versus a straight line) is much easier to do than a straight line in
terms of keeping your selvedges straight and your warps correctly
spaced.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uxjuJ-cQkgc




Once you have reached 4 ¼” with your soumak/eccentric wefts, you
need to even it out so it ends in a straight line. To do this start one
burgundy (3) weft at the left selvedge and one at the right. Fill in with
these two wefts until there is a straight line.



End the burgundy (3) wefts by meeting in the body of the tapestry and
pushing them to the back of the tapestry.

Do a row of magenta (2) soumak.

Followed by a row of blue (1) soumak.



Followed by another row of blue (1) soumak.

Now for Some Pick and Pick

Remember how we talked about the two ways Pick and Pick can deal
with the selvedge threads? This is the second version of Pick and
Pick.

Weave a row of green (4) at the left selvedge. Since you are weaving
over soumak you can have the shedding device in either direction. In
this case we want you to have the left selvedge thread down so you
start by weaving under it. This will correctly set you up for this other
version of pick and pick. Remember to bubble, bubble, bubble!



Insert a magenta (2) weft at the left selvedge by making a pigtail to
hide the tail.

Next weave the green to the left selvedge and wrap around the
magenta (2) weft.



Pull gently on the green (4) weft so it pulls the magenta (2) weft
around the selvedge warp. Continue weaving pick and pick: four rows
of magenta (2) and four rows of green (4) weft.

Weave five full passes of brown and end it. You will be starting two
more browns on either side of the magenta (2) diamond.


